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Language Usage & Set Book -A  

 [5 marks]                     Choose the correct answer from a , b , c or d :) 1  
      1- The new law doesn't refer …… land used for farming . 

         a) to                        b) on                      c) at                     d) off 
    2- He can't face …………. Strangers in parties . 
         a) to meet                                             b) meeting           
         c) will meet                                          d) met 
    3- she said it …………. She meant it . 
         a) as                        b) like                    c) like as if          d) as if 
    4- Being your own ………… car have advantages and disadvantages . 
         a) servant                                              b) boss                
         c) worker                                              d) employee 
    5- ………… he a lot of money , he would buy a new flat . 
         a) Had                     b) If                       c) Had had          d) In case of   
    6- …………. He doesn't feel well , he is always happy . 

             a) In spite of                                           b) Although             
        c) Because                                              d) Despite  
    7- Seldom ………….. received so many e – mails . 
        a) have I                  b) can I                   c) am I               d) did I  
    8- Your friend is travelling to America for two weeks . 
        You say : " …. a good trip" . 
        a) Do                      b) Have                   c) Take              d) Make 
    9- My friend is quite a / an ………… person . He always thinks the 
        worst is going to happen . 
        a) pessimistic                                        b) optimistic               
        c) cruel                                                  d) happy   
    10- There is an exhibition of ………… at the new art gallery . 
        a) fireworks                                           b) sculptures            
        c) clebrations                                         d) monuments  
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[5 marks]                   :correct the sentences  thens , Find the mistake) 2 
    1- Most birds are capable in flying . 
    2- If you differ with me . just say so . 
    3- Hardly he had entered the room when he began to shout .  
    4- Someone asks you for a favour and you accept to do it . 
    5- What mark of toothpaste do you use? 

Rewrite the following sentences , using the word (s) in brackets , to) 3 
[5 marks]                                                           meaning : same the give     

    1- The new government has released a number of prisoners . 
                                                                                            ( A number of )  
    2- My sister borrowed one hundred pounds from me .  ( lent )     
    3- I told Ahmed that I was glad he had passed the exam .            
                                                                                            ( congratulated )  
    4- Rana is the youngest girl in the class .                       ( No girl )  
    5- I advise you to read this book .                                  ( ought )   

[6 marks]                       Answer four only of the following questions :4)   
    1- How many Hawaiian islands are there in order to size?  
    2- What do you know about the "Lei and Hula"?  
    3- How does the worldwide demand for wood represent a major cause 
        for destruction? 
    4- What is the teacher's role in learning process as Maria believed?   
    5- What were the two speeches given by Maria at the Woman's congress 
        about?  
    6- How has the "Green Revolution" caused social and political conflict?   

Reading Comprehension & Critical Thinking -B  
         then answer the questions : Read the following passage and -5) A

                                                                                                       [4 marks] 
                   Interviews may be more or less formal . In highly formal interviews , 
          participants tend to stay closely within social and professional roles . They do 
          little to acknowledge each other as unique individuals . Instead , the 
          interviewer acts as the potential employer or the corrective supervisor . The 
          interviewee also acts from a defined role ; prospective employee or a repentant 
          subordinate . The content of highly formal interviews tends to follow a 
          standard format , often one that the interviewer has written to structure the 
          interaction . 
                   In contrast , informal interviews are more relaxed , personal and flexible . 
          The interviewer attempts to engage the interviewee as an individual , not just a  
          person in a general role . In turn , the interviewee tends to communicate with  
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          the interviewer in more individualistic ways . Typically , informal interviews 
          aren't as rigidly structured as formal interviews . The interviewer may have a 
          list of standard topics , but those provide only guidelines . Sometimes 

may devote more time theyparticipants may introduce unusual topics , and            
          than planned to issues that arise . 
        1- What is the main idea of the passage? 
        2- Which type of interviews do you prefer? Why? 
        3- What is the meaning of the word "unique"?  
        4- What does the underlined word refer to? 
    B- Read the following passage , then choose the correct answer :      
                                                                                                       [4 marks] 
                   The Industrial Revolution refers to the social and economic changes that 
          occurred when machines and factories , rather than human labour , became the 
          dominant mode for the production of goods . 
                   During the Industrial Revolution , urbanization occurred as cities were 
          built around factories and families moved to the city to work in the factories . 
          Living space in cities was crowded and expensive , which contributed to a 
          decline in the birthrate and to smaller families . 
                   The development of transportation systems during the Industrial 
          Revolution made it possible for family members to travel to work sites away 
          from the home and to move away from extended kin . With increased 
          mobility , many extended families became separated into smaller nuclear 
          family units consisting of parents and their children . 
                   As a result of parents leaving the home to earn wages and the absence of 
          extended kin in or near the family household , children had less adult 
          supervision and moral guidance . Unsupervised children roamed the streets , 
          increasing the potential for crime .                                                                 
        1- An extended family includes …………………… . 
            a) neighbours , parents and children 
            b) grandparents , parents and children  
            c) parents , children and other relatives 
            d) children and their parents  
        2- According to the passage , urbanization means ………….. . 
            a) turning part of the countryside into desert 
            b) changing an area of the countryside or a village into a town   
            c) giving the human power the priority over machines 
            d) removing trees from an area of land  
        3- One of the consequences of improving transportation systems 
            is ……….. . 
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            a) getting the family members closer  
            b) increasing parental guidance and supervision   
            c) decreasing the potential for crime   
            d) encouraging parents to work far from homes   
        4- The relationship between : "With increased mobility , many 
            extended families became separated …." and "As a result of 
            parents leaving the home …." is …………… . 
            a) cause and effect                        
            b) statement and clarification   
            c) description and summary         
            d) generalization and example 

marks] 2[         :best ending for the following paragraph  Choose the) 6 
    Textbooks for children in elementary school often give a false picture of 
    women . They almost always show women as mothers and housewives . 
    The women are seen in the home , usually doing very simple tasks . In 
    reality , in many countries , the majority of younger women work 
    outside the home . They may take care of children and do housework , 
    but that is only part of their lives . Their situation is nothing like the 
    situations shown in the school books . In fact , these books …………. .  
    a) do not help girls prepare for their future 
    b) show women in many complex situations 
    c) give girls a good idea of their future 
    d) don't show enough housewives   

Writing -C  
 Write a dialogue between 7)  

    Kamal , who is calling Dream Hotel to book a single room for three 
    nights , and the hotel receptionist .                                            [3 marks] 

                :n A or B Write an essay of not less than TWENTY lines o) 8
                                                                                                       [6 marks] 
    A- "Your favourite hobby" 
    B- "How to encourage tourism in your country" 
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